SELF ENROLLMENT

SEAMLESS ONBOARDING OF NEW EMPLOYEES FOR
IDENTITY & ACCESS SOLUTIONS
One of the challenges with any access control or
identity management system is the process of
getting a large number of users enrolled in the
system. Typically, this responsibility falls on
corporate security or HR staff to register and
verify employees and guests who need to access
and then to issue badges or other access
credentials. In large companies, this workload can
carry a significant human capital cost.
Our innovative self-enrollment solutions are
designed to automate this process with
technology, significantly reducing the amount of
time and cost associated with managing these
types of systems.

Self-enrollment is done securely by requiring a
proximity card or by having users enroll their face
remotely. When a proximity card is involved,
credentials are added to the system manually or
via a secure physical access control system (PACS) synchronization. Users are only enrolled
after scanning a valid card, which immediately begins the enrollment. Guides on the screen
help to direct the user in capturing good quality enrollment images.
When users enroll their face remotely, this can be done with any web browser and camera,
including users’ phones. Later, when a user identifies using an Access200 device, it will
recognize their face and simultaneously capture irises. The captured irises are then
enrolled to the system under the appropriate profile.
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SELF ENROLLMENT
SELF ENROLLMENT CAPABILITIES INCLUDE:
Rapid, seamless, biometric onboarding for small, medium, and large deployments
Simultaneous iris and face capture providing multi-modal enrollment
Secure, operator-less enrollment at any configured Access200 device at any time
Enrolling pre-registered and pre-approved users with proximity card or pre-enrolled
face biometrics
Secure, out of the box synchronizations with OnGuard, C•CURE, Pro-Watch and other
physical access control system (PACS)
Encounters log recording successful and unsuccessful usage of each edge device

SELF ENROLLMENT PROCESS

Our system syncs employee information with the
company employee list (or the operator can manually
create the employee in the system).
The employee receives an automated email with
instructions on how to log into our webpage to capture a
photo of their face and photo ID.
The operator receives a notification to review and
authorize the employee's submission.
Once approved the employee receives another
notification prompting them to complete their selfenrollment with an Access200 device.
The employee is automatically authenticated and
authorized to access the building or other secure systems.
using our biometric readers.

Princeton Identity is the identity management company powered by
biometrics, making security more convenient, accurate, and reliable
than ever before. Using iris recognition and other technology,
Princeton Identity enables businesses, global organizations, and
borders to simplify identity management, resulting in improved safety
and protection. Formerly a division within SRI International, Princeton
Identity spun out as an independent venture in August 2016.
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